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Nube slams bosses
group over statement
THE National Union of Bank Em-
ployees (Nube) says the recent
statement made by the Malaysian
Employers Federation (MEF) was
degrading Malaysians and ques-
tions the federation's integrity.

"The statement by the MEF in
opposing the extension of retire-
ment sage beyond 55 years for
Malaysians lacks integrity and it is
clear that MEF is a redundant or-
ganisation working against the in-
terest of Malaysian workers.

"To refer to any human being as
`deadwood' is an ultimate insult—
especially within the context of
Malaysian culture," Nub_e general
secretary J. Solomon said in a
statement yesterday.

Nube, which has agreed to raise
the retirement age for bank employ-
ees from 55 years to 60 years, added
that Malaysians' real income levels
had dropped and that quality of life
had also been eroded.

Nube also disagreed with MEF's
stance on opposing the 90 days
maternity leave proposal.

"Opposing the leave proposal is
done for the sake of it and MEF is
standing in the way of employers
who actually want to accord such
benefits to their workers.

"The constitution of the MEF
board is also questionable, where
there are lawyers representing
employers on the board. Where is
the independence when it will be

in the interest of the lawyers to
have disputes escalated? Does this
cater for industrial harmony?," it
added.

It added that MEF was working
against the government's plan to
transform the economy and make
Malaysia a high-income country.

"Such a transformation is neces-
sary in order to ensure that Malay-
sia finds its niche within the global
economy. Given the country's
overall demographics, it is neces-
sary to recognise that we cannot
compete on low-wages.

"The New Economic Model re-
cognises this and MEF is working
against the country's vision," it
said.
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